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Can we use results on diffraction @ HERA and Tevatron to approach 
the issue of the « clean » diffractive Higgs production @ LHC ?



Diffraction @ HERA



pe

=> « ordinary » PDFs(x,Q²) => « diffractive » PDFs (β,Q²)

With β = Bjorken x of the parton
inside the pomeron

Diffraction @ HERA (events)

no activity in forward detectors!Ecm = 320 GeV



The gluon dominates
(~80% of the momentum

carried by the gluons)
(see also the next talk of H1)

One major problem :
uncertainty of the gluon PDF

at high β
=> Multiply the gluon density by

(1-β)ν

=> The fit gives νννν=0.0+/-0.6

Large impact on TeV.
results and LHC 
simulations (this talk) 

Diffractive PDFs

β

βG



Diffraction at TeV/LHC

See also talk of CDF (K. Terashi)

We focus on double diffraction (Double Pomeron Exchange) and the impact 
of the gluon density uncertainty (+other interpretations?)



DPE : production of heavy states

If Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE) exists in the exclusive mode :

why not Higgs boson ?

First, we have to check is excl. evts exist @ TeV ?!

Diagrams for the BL model (≠KMR mentionned in the CDF talk)



Exclusive events : remarks from 

the experimental side

with a p-TAG on both sides => very good resolution of MX (perspective for LHC)



How to observe exclusive events ?

If such events exist,

we also expect that

inclusive production
in DPE will be an important

background



Hints from the Tevatron

R spectrum close to 1 is

Not described by the
Inclusive DPE production

Pb : there is a flexibility
on prediction of the inclusive

spectrum [Gluon density] 

Can we get a better description?



Hints from the Tevatron (con’t)

Answer : 
No way to use the uncertainty
on the gluon density in order to
cover the large Rij behaviour!

Inclusive model alone not complete

We need an exclusive part ?!

pT (jets) > 10 GeV



Dijet mass fraction @ TeV

Incl. + excl. : OK

pT (jets) > 10 GeV

This is a good hint that 
excl. evts exist (in DPE)

It open the door to Higgs 

(in DPE @ LHC)



Dijet mass fraction @ TeV
Could we learn more?

Good discrimination w.r.t. different exclusive models



Dijet mass fraction @ TeV with SCI

SCI = Soft Colour Interaction

The interaction at the proton

vertex is standard (non diff.)

and the colour flow is

re-ordered after the Parton

Shower

It describes correctly the incl. 

part but ‘too low’ for the excl.

(under developpement)



Dijet mass fraction @ LHC

Rij

With a similar study to TeV :

good compromise for

pT(jets) > 400 GeV

(a.u.)

Possibility to confirm the previous

conclusions at larger energies ?!



Inclusive diffractive Higgs prod. 
@ LHC

Useless from the experimental point of view

But needed as a background to exclusive prod.



Exclusive diffractive Higgs prod. 
@ LHC



Exclusive diffractive Higgs prod. 
@ LHC : experimental aspects



Conclusions and outlook

Can we use results diffraction @ HERA and Tevatron to approach 
the issue of the « clean » diffractive Higgs production @ LHC ?

With the diffractive PDFs from HERA, we can describe the dijet 

mass fraction in DPE @TeV : the exact rate could lead to a better 

determination of the gluon density at large β (parameter ν)

The present CDF data provides a good hint that exclusive events 

in DPE could exist

Similar studies could be done @ LHC with in addition the possibility

to observe the Higgs in this clean (low rate) channel (of DPE)

Uncovered here but also interesting in the context of DPE :

Sudakov factors (vs NLO correction), GPDs (vs PDFs) etc.


